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After offering extended hours following
Thanksgiving Break,
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its Fall 2013 hours this
semester.
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Campus buildings flood due to weather

By Taylor Fulkerson
Opinions & Editorials Editor
Water rained down from a burst
sprinkler line in the Commons
Apartments for over one hour
early on the morning of Jan. 8,
leaving inches of standing water
on the floor. It only took a few
more hours before the deluge
soaked through all four floors of
the building, affecting dozens of
apartments.
Last week’s subzero temperatures caused plumbing problems
across the country, involving extensive leaks in three buildings on
campus, affecting both students
and professors.
Two other buildings experienced less extensive leaks. The
apartments of three resident assistants and two resident suites
in Buenger Hall were affected as
well as the eighth and third floors
of Schott Hall, said Provost Scott
Chadwick in an email to the Xavier
community on Jan. 9.
Repairs began immediately after the flooding in all three buildings, but extensive damage in the
Commons Apartments caused
one wing of the building — all
room numbers ending in 11 to 20
on all four floors — to be closed

By Tim wilmes
Sports Editor
The Xavier community mourned the losses of two professors in
the Williams College of Business
this December, with the passing
of marketing professor Dr. Chris
Manolis on Monday, Dec. 9 at
age 49 and finance professor Dr.
Philip Glasgo on Monday, Dec. 23
at age 66.
A faculty member since 2002,
Manolis was found dead in his
home by wife Mary Beth. At the
time of his passing, Manolis was
teaching three marketing classes,
and he is survived by his wife and
three daughters Verena, Molly and
Elsie.
Chair and associate professor of economics Dr. Amit Sen,
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until Sunday.
Huge
drying
equipment,
brought in from as far away as
Indianapolis, Ind., or Colorado,
was installed next to the building
to increase air flow in the sealed
wing.
To allow for workers to enter
the building, Xavier police staffed
entrances to the Commons
Apartments immediately after
the incident. An outside security
firm took over on Thursday evening, supposedly both to relieve
a stretched Xavier police force as

well as for insurance reasons.
Students from the lower
three floors of the Commons
Apartments were permitted to
move back into the building on
Sunday. According to a Xavier
webpage created to field questions
about the event, students moving
back in were provided pizza as
well as free laundry services and
cleaning supplies to facilitate their
move back.
Students from the fourth floor
were not so lucky. They were relocated to provisional housing at

Xavier mourns passing of two WCB professors

See Page 8
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The Xavier University Commons had extensive flooding over Winter Break.

the Hyatt Regency in downtown
Cincinnati as they returned to
campus from the winter holiday
with small stipends to help with
food and transportation costs.
They were to be allowed to
move back into their apartments
as of 5 p.m. on Jan. 15.
Many students experienced
damage to personal items that
were left in the building.
No reimbursement or compensation for damages is expected
in accordance with item 11 of the
university’s Housing Agreement,
which says, “The University does
not assume responsibility for theft,
loss or damage to a resident’s personal property and the student
hereby releases the University
from any liability.”
However, an emergency fund
has been set up “to replace necessary goods for students with financial need.”
The collection at student
Masses in Bellarmine Chapel on
Jan. 12 is also to be used for students affected by the burst pipes.
Updated information on the
burst pipes and repairs to the
Commons Apartments can be
found at http://www.xavier.edu/
commons.
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Dr. Chris Manolis, Marketing, age 49

who began working at Xavier the
same year as Manolis, described
his longtime neighbor, friend and
colleague as a born and raised
Northern Californian who always
had a deep love for the sea line,
swimming, music, playing guitar and a unique interest in old
BMW’s.
Sen remembers Manolis as a
man with integrity and filled with
love for life and for others.
“He was very friendly. He was
very good at his work. He was not
the type of person who was selfish or self-absorbed: he was very
much a family man,” Sen said.
Along with teaching at Xavier,
Manolis was a well-renowned researcher and known particularly
for his work on the American
Dream Composite Index with colleagues Sen and Dr. Greg Smith
of the Information Systems
Department.
“Chris was an excellent teacher, won numerous awards for research and exceeded expectations
through his service to the students
and the university. He will be and
is sorely missed,” chair and professor of the marketing department Dr. Thomas Hayes said.
Although his death was sudden
and came as a shock for many in

the Xavier community, colleagues
and students remember Manolis
well for his upbeat attitude and
seemingly constant laughter.
“That’s exactly the image of
Chris: he always had a smile,” Sen
said. “I’ve never seen him upset,
I’ve never seen him angry, and
I’ve never seen him not try to get a
laugh out of people around him.”
Glasgo, who taught at Xavier
since 1984, passed away after being trapped by an overturned ATV
on his property in Guilford, Ind.
Family members found Glasgo
after he did not return for a few
hours from a trip to check fencing
on his property.
Survived by his wife Dana and
two daughters, Glasgo taught undergraduate and graduate finance
courses at Xavier for 30 years and
spent 12 years at the University of
Cincinnati. The longtime professor was also a National City Bank
employee and a U.S. Army Air
Defense Artillery Officer before
his days of academia.
According to his daughter’s
report to Cincinnati.com, Glasgo
had finished grading final papers
and examinations for the semester
the night before, and told his family he was “on top of the world”
before leaving to look over his

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

Dr. Philip Glasgo of Finance, age 66

property.
Although the passing of the
two Xavier professors came unexpectedly, family members, colleagues and students can find
solace in the way that Glasgo and
Manolis lived their lives.
“He was always very outspoken about how wonderful a life he
had lived,” Dr. Blair Glasgo said
of her father to Cincinnati.com.
“This is how he would have wanted to go: quick and at the peak of
his health.”
“He’s had a good life. He was
successful in what he did. I think
he had gotten closer to his parents
in recent years, and I think he was
close to his sister as well. Even
though it was short, he lived life to
the fullest,” Sen said of Manolis.
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fall
schedule
of

Hours operation will return to fall 2013 schedule
cifter expansion following Thanksgiving Break

BY LYDIA ROGERS

S tajf Wtiter
The
Conaton
Learning
Commons (CLC) will resume a 7
a.m. -1 a.m. schedule for its regular hours of operation this spring
semester after it had been kept
open 24 / 5 for the three weeks
between Thanksgiving Break and
the end of finals week.
The extended hours had provided students with some extra
time in the CLC's workspaces during a time when end of the semester tensions grew higher.
"Several hundred students
took advantage of the additional
study hours, particularly the week
before and the week of final exams," Interim Director of Xavier's
Library Alison Morgan said. ''We
anticipate providing the same service again at the end of the spring
semester, most likely for about the
same time span."
The McDonald Library and
CLC divisions must adhere to certain budget guidelines which prevent them from keeping the CLC
open 24/ 5 for the whole semester. Morgan said that extending

hours at the end of the semester
is a good compromise because it
"provides as much study space as
possible in the CLC when the students need it the most."
The library will have the same
hours for the spring semester as it
did for the fall, which includes being open on the weekdays from 7
a.m. -1 a.m.
"This is an additional two
hours more each day than the library was open in recent years, so
we hope this also is convenient for
students," Morgan said.
The library also launched a
new website format on Friday,
Jan. 10. Enhancements include
a more modern look that closely
matches Xavier's brand and other
Xavier webpages, search tools that
enable students to find scholarly
resources at the top of every page
on the site and customized menus
for students and faculty that allow
users to quickly find the information that is most relevant to them.
A list of specialized times for
CLC and library hours during
breaks and holidays can be found
on the new library website.

This conceptual image shows the plan for University Station, which is currently undergoing construction on schedule.

BY TATUM HUNTER

Stajf Wtiter

The construction of the
University Station mixed-use development is progressing according to schedule.
University Station leasing manager Kristi Whitworth confirmed
that, according to communications between the construction
company and the developers, the
project has consistently been on or
ahead of schedule. Construction
began with the retail space and
has now expanded to include the
residential space.
Developers hope to have the
project completely finished two

- Paid Advertisement -

weeks before residents move in.
Whitworth said tl1at residents can
expect to move in on August 22.
There will be a welcome party for
residents at the complex pool on
move-in day.
Residents
of
University
Station's 176 apartment units will
have access to an outdoor pool
witl1 a sundeck and cabanas, a
24-hour fitness center, two study
rooms per floor, a computer lab
and a private movie theater.
Businesses tl1at are officially
planning to operate in University
Station include Graeter's, Lucy
Blue Pizza, Starbucks and the
Xavier University Bookstore.

"There have been rumors of
otl1ers, like Gold Star Chili
and Keystone Bar & Grill, but
those haven't been confirmed,"
Whitworth said.
Developers have secured two
liquor licenses, although both may
not be used.
"Students can absolutely plan
to move in before the fall semester starts," Liz Blume, director
of Xavier's Community Building
Institute, said. ''As of right now,
85 percent of tl1e residential space
has been leased, and we will keep
the N enmvire updated as more
businesses sign on to operate in
the retail space."
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Introversion: a salve for
today’s social world

There is a curious disease that
seems to afflict Western civilization, at least in recent times. It
has infected almost every stratum
of society, from the corporate
boardroom to the kindergarten
class. Far more educated people
than myself have referred to it as
the “extrovert ideal” — that is, a
societal expectation that extroversion is the norm and that properly
functioning human beings should
be outspoken, assertive and the
life of the party.
More introverted persons can
be labeled as antisocial, lacking
confidence or held back by their
“inhibitions.” And this ideal is, I
contend, a big problem. It leads us
to neglect the essential contributions of the less boisterous among
us.
Some cursory definitions
would be helpful here, although
bear in mind that such statements
can only be gross generalizations.
Extroverts tend to prefer external
stimulation and thrive in high-energy environments. They are outgoing and tend to speak up and
make their voices heard in discussions and conversation. Introverts,
in contrast, might prefer to skip a
party altogether and stay at home
reading or talking with a few close
friends. They tend to be great listeners and reflect carefully before
taking action.
For myself, I think it would be
fair to say I have always sort of
slid around on the introversionextroversion spectrum. I am often
perfectly content with nothing but
my books, my music and my own
thoughts for days on end, while
at other times I crave the energy
of a large social gathering and slip
into a quite gregarious version of
myself. If pressed, I would probably identify myself as an introvert, but the point is, I have had
my fill from both cups and can
savor either taste. I can judge the
particular strengths of both personality types and recognize that
both have something to give.
Sadly, this fact is seldom recognized in contemporary Western
culture. And worse still, from
what I can tell, Xavier is not ex-

empt from the extrovert ideal that
plagues us in the world at large.
Student leader roles are almost
exclusively entrusted to louder,
more outgoing types. When it
comes to club officer roles, student government positions and
even certain campus jobs, I see it
time and time again: quieter, more
reserved individuals are passed
over. These are students who simply need a show of trust in their
abilities, a chance to prove themselves and grow in new ways.
Whether we realize it or not,
we are subscribing to the popular

“By neglecting
the value of
introverts’
qualities, we
endorse only a
caricature of
leadership.”
Michael Petrany
myth that outspokenness correlates with effective leadership. It
doesn’t. If this were an academic
paper, I would cite about forty
studies showing exactly the opposite: that introverts bring a host
of unique strengths to leadership
roles. They are thoughtful. They
delegate well. They plan ahead.
And perhaps most importantly,
they listen to others’ perspectives
before charging ahead.
By neglecting the value of
these qualities, we endorse only
a caricature of leadership. The
reality is that while an expansive
personality may be an indicator of
leadership potential, this is not a
necessary correlation, nor is that
the only sign of a good leader.
The classroom, too, is frequently affected. I understand that
class participation is crucial to the
success of many courses, and that
every student is beholden to do

his or her part.
From the student’s perspective,
however, I only rarely see a modicum of sensitivity towards those
who may have insightful points
but who may be quite introverted
— that is, psychologically “hardwired” in such a way that speaking
up is a scary, even paralyzing prospect. It may have little or nothing
to do with actual confidence, and
certainly has nothing to do with
intelligence. Sometimes it’s just
the way the mind works.
Now to be fair, I must at this
point make two disclaimers. First
of all, I speak of introverts and
extroverts as monolithic groups,
which is of course not the case.
Every person is unique, and almost nobody fits neatly into any
one psychological “category.”
Fundamentally, it is the trait of
introversion that is undervalued, a
trait that can express itself at different times in different people.
Second, I can recognize the
value of gently “pushing” more
reserved individuals to come out
of their shells at times. For example, a professor might encourage a student to share his or her
thoughts in class or coach them
on effective presentation and public speaking techniques. But just
as it can be important for introverts to embrace outspokenness,
so too can extroverts learn from
introverts.
There is a time to speak and a
time to listen. There is a time for
noise and a time for quiet. These
are lessons we could all learn from
one another — if only we take the
time to listen.

Michael Petrany is a senior majoring in biology and philosophy. He is
from Huntington, WV.

The Xavier Newswire has a commitment
to publishing opposing viewpoints and
opinions in hopes of fostering dialogue
on campus that includes students, faculty
and staff. The Newswire accepts Letters to
the Editor on a weekly basis. Comments
can be submitted online during the week.
Please contact us if you have opinions and
wish to write on a regular basis or a sense
of humor and like to draw. Find us online
at xaviernewswire.com.

First Amendment to the United States’Constitution
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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XU sports’ first semester of triumphs and struggles

Staff writer Kyle Isaacs recaps a season of conference firsts and impressive performances

By Kyle Isaacs

Despite the initial struggles,
Xavier has a semester to turn
things around and create a memorable first year in the Big East.
Beginning in the early weeks
of the school year, the women’s
volleyball team carried its previous years’ successes into the new
season, starting the year off with
a 7-2 record before heading to the
University of California Irvine
Invitational.
The Musketeers dropped three
matches at the tournament, but
responded with five victories in

six conference games to right the
ship. The women’s team finished
The inaugural season for the
its first year in the Big East with
Xavier Musketeers in the newly
a 12-4 record, but was bounced
formed Big East Conference has
from the Big East Championship
offered both glimpses of greatin the first round.
ness coupled alongside inadequate
As the winner of multiple
performances.
A-10 titles in the past few years,
Regardless of the sport, the
the men’s soccer team looked
Musketeers have yet to develop
to continue its run into the new
their identity thus far in the new
conference.
conference, unlike their previous
The Musketeers struggled earhome in the Atlantic 10, which
ly in the season, losing their first
usually ended at the top of the pothree games. Xavier bounced back
dium as conference champions.
during the middle of the season,
but once more
looked to regain
its form during
the beginning of
conference play.
Despite losing two of its
first three Big
East
matches,
the men’s team
rolled through its
October schedule, picking up
eight wins, including six conference
wins
along the way (in
addition to an
upset over No. 4
Georgetown).
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
However, the
Redshirt senior Alex Smith (No. 12) was an integral part in XU’s 21-11 record (12-4 Big East). Musketeers were

Staff Writer

unable to come away with another
championship, falling to Butler in
the opening round of the Big East
Championship.
The women’s soccer team also
had its sights set on a banner season, but was unable to hit its stride
during the conference season.
The Musketeers entered Big
East play with a 7-1-1 record,
but fell victim to the conference
schedule, dropping seven of nine
along the way.
While a road win against
Creighton to end the season is
an accomplishment in itself, the
women’s team definitely hoped
for better results following its impressive opening stretch.
On the hardwood, both the
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
men’s and women’s basketball Senior midfielder Matt Walker signed
teams experienced highs and lows a contract with the Columbus Crew of
in 2013. The men’s team remained Major League Soccer (MLS) on Jan. 8.
unbeaten on the mainland, win- struggled to pick up wins away
ning all six games not played in from Cincinnati, losing two of
three in the U.S. Virgin Islands.
the Battle 4 Atlantis.
The inaugural Big East season
Unfortunately, the three losses in the Bahamas were tough for the Musketeers has been pepto swallow for the Musketeers, pered with highlights and rough
who struggled in the final two patches.
Still, there is a full slate of
games after nearly upsetting Iowa
games to be played and plenty of
University.
The women’s team had high opportunities to excel in the new
moments, securing an overtime conference, so Xavier fans should
win in Ann Arbor, Mich. early in remain patient. The success in the
Big East will come, just like it did
November.
However, the women also in our last conference.

In case you missed it: a recap of XU sports over Winter Break
WB Schedule
Men’s Winter Break
Schedule
12/21 XU 77, @ Alabama 74
12/28 Wake Forest 53, XU 68
12/31

St. John’s 60, XU 70

1/4

Butler 68, XU 79

1/9

Marquette 79, XU 86

1/12

XU 89, @ Creighton 95

Next Home Game:
Tonight @ 7:00
vs. Georgetown
Women’s WB Schedule
12/21

Cincinnati 47, XU 26

12/29

Indiana 62, XU 55

1/1

XU 60, DePaul 87

1/5

St. John’s 65, XU 70

1/8

Georgetown 68, XU 85

1/11

Marquette 73, XU 67

Next Home Game:
1/18 @ 2:00
vs. Providence

By Tim Wilmes

Sports Editor
While most of us went back
home or visited family over
Winter Break, Xavier’s men’s and
women’s basketball players were
competing against tough opponents and opening up their Big
East conference schedules.
If you couldn’t watch the
games due to traveling or lack
of network access, or if you decided to watch Netflix all break,
don’t worry: here’s a quick recap
to help you catch up on what you
might have missed in the world of
Xavier sports.
Men’s Basketball
The men’s basketball team
posted a remarkable 5-1 record
(3-1 Big East) over Winter Break
and had in fact won eight straight
games dating back to Dec. 7 before
falling to Creighton in Omaha,
Neb. on Sunday.
The Musketeers’ stellar play has
been marked by a few key themes
over this six game stretch. First,
Xavier has shown incredible resilience in big games since defeating Cincinnati in the Crosstown
Classic.
After being down throughout
the first half of games at Alabama
and Creighton and against St.
John’s, Butler and Marquette, the
Musketeers have shown mental
toughness in their ability to take
the strong attack of the opponent’s offense, stay true to their
game plan and rally in the second half with premier basketball.
Even in XU’s loss to Creighton,
the Musketeers stayed resilient in

the face of a Blue Jays offense
that went 14-28 from the threepoint line and superstar Doug
McDermott’s 35 points by putting up 89 points, the most points
the team has scored in a game all
year.
The second big takeaway from
Xavier’s games over break was the
stellar performances from sophomore star guard Semaj Christon,
junior guard Dee Davis and redshirt junior forward Justin Martin.
All three players seem to be
playing up to their potentials, especially when the Musketeers need
a big shot down the stretch.
Against Marquette, Martin and
Davis hit big three-pointers to
pull ahead of the Golden Eagles,
while Christon made two threepointers in the last four minutes
and finished with a career-high 28
points.

Women’s Basketball
The women’s basketball team
struggled to find consistency, going 2-4 (2-2 Big East) over Winter
Break.
While they posted some impressive victories at home against

St. John’s and Georgetown, the
Musketeers were crushed by rival
Cincinnati 47-26 and lost some
close games against Indiana and
Marquette at Cintas Center. While
Xavier always seems to have a
fighting chance at home, going
5-4 at Cintas, the Muskies are 2-5
outside of Cincinnati and have
lost these five games by an average of 20.2 points.
In the Musketeers’ first-ever
Big East victory, senior guard
Shatyra Hawkes led the way with
20 points while freshman forward
Leah Schaefer added 13 points
and four rebounds, snapping a
four-game losing streak.
Similarly, in Xavier’s next game
against Georgetown, senior guard
Ashley Wanninger helped lead the
team to a 85-68 win with a careerhigh 26 points and tying a career
high with five three-pointers.
If XU hopes to stay competitive in the Big East, Hawkes and
Wanninger must keep putting up
good numbers with solid help
from the younger role players
on the team. Currently, Xavier
sits in sixth place in the Big East
conference.

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Justin Martin

Player of the Break
Justin Martin earns Player
of the Break honors for recording 7.67 second half
points per game over break.
Martin also found his perimiter game over break, hitting 2.0 three-pointers per
game and went 5-10 from
beyond the arc in Omaha,
Neb. Martin’s clutch threepoint shooting kept the
Musketeers in the offensive
slugfest against Creighton
and helped put the game
away against Marquette.
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Cincinnati staple Xavier Newswire Oscar
restaurant closes nomination predictions
By brandon martin

It’s Just Crepes has
closed its doors. After five
years of business and a
wildly loyal clientele base,
the small Cincinnati restaurant chain has closed
its doors for unknown
reasons.
The proprietors of It’s
Just Crepes were unavailable for comment, having
disconnected their phone
line as well as deactivating all of their social media
accounts.
Bill Anspach, a resident of
Cincinnati and frequent patron of
It’s Just Crepes, called the closing
“tragic” and “disappointing.”
“It was one of my favorite
luncheon spots downtown. Now
where am I supposed to go a grab
a quick bite on my break from
work?” Anspach said.
It’s Just Crepes opened five
years ago and quickly became a
staple of Cincinnati.
The restaurant is known for
adding its own flare to crepes, a
thin, French pancake traditionally
combined with chocolate, fruit,
cheese or ham, and added their
own flare to them.
It’s Just Crepes introduced creative crepe combinations such as
the Southwestern Crepe, consisting of classic Tex-Mex ingredients
and the Elvis Presley Crepe, which

Staff Writer

The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
will soon announce its nominees for the 86th Academy
Awards, regarded by many to
be the highest accolade a film
can receive.

Photo courtesy of facebook.com

was comprised of peanut butter,
jelly and fried banana, amongst a
myriad of others.
These, in conjunction with
the reasonable prices that It’s
Just Crepes offered, made it a favorite lunch hovel of Cincinnati
residents.
The niche restaurant found
critical acclaim and was quickly
successful, finding itself in a position to open and maintain three
locations, one on Fourth and Elm
Street, a second on East Court
Street and a final location in
Crescent Springs, Ky.
In late 2013 the stores closed
down with signs posted claiming
that the stores were undergoing
“routine maintenance” but were
never reopened.
The It’s Just Crepes website has
posted a message saying, “Thank
you for 5 great years Cincinnati.
It’s been a pleasure serving you.”

PICTURE:
“12 Years a Slave,”
“Gravity,”
“American Hustle,”
“August: Osage County,”
“Saving Mr. Banks”
Lackluster in comparison to
last year, this year’s choices for the
highly-coveted best picture will
probably feature period dramas,
sci-fi thrillers and modern-day
tragicomedies.
ACTOR:
Chiwetel Ejiofor – “12 Years a
Slave,”
Bruce Dern – “Nebraska,”
Robert Redford – “All is Lost,”
Tom Hanks – “Captain
Phillips,”
Leonardo DiCaprio – “Wolf of
Wall Street”
A Best Actor nomination
could literally go toward either
spectrum: a seasoned, respected
actor (Redford) or a rising, British
scene-stealer (Ejiofor). The nominations for this are up for grabs.

University gallery showcases
students’ work in art exhibit

By Katherine Colborn

Managing Editor

The Xavier University Art
Department is preparing for this
year’s student show, set to open
next week. In this annual exhibition, a group of students will
display their recent projects in
the Xavier University Art Gallery.
Over 20 students have submitted
their work and will be showcasing
their pieces from the night of the
opening reception until Feb. 7.
“This show is especially good
because it’s got a lot of different
kinds of media,” Department
Chair Kelly Phelps said. “We’ve
also got a ton of work being
displayed.”
The show’s variety of media
includes both relief and three-

Bradley Cooper – “American
Hustle,”
Jared Leto – “Dallas Buyers
Club,”
Daniel Bruh – “Rush”
This award never seems to
have a rhyme or reason its result.
It will be nice to see some fresh
faces to the category compared
to last year’s group of alreadyhonored gentlemen.

By alex spindler

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Terri Yontz

dimensional sculpture, ceramics
using a variety of techniques, fiber
works (specifically weaving, coiling Batik and mixed media), painting, drawing using a variety of
materials, photography, graphic
design, installation and printmaking (specifically linocut, intaglio,
relief, screenprint, woodcut, collograph and monotype).
The variety and breadth of disciplines certainly doesn’t detract
from the level of quality. Some
particular works to look out for are
the “Jomon-esque Vessel,” a stunning ceramic piece by Sophomore
Octavia Geiger and the series of
black, gray and silver resin castings by junior Olivia King. Other
eye-catching pieces include Lauren
Saltis’s “Dutch Master Study,” a

beautifully rendered still life oil
painting, the crisp screenprints
of junior Abbie Kinnett, series of
and the collection of work by senior Katie Doyle, which includes a
variety of insect-themed intaglios
and a delicate and flowery ceramic
tea set.
“It’s a great variety of artwork,”
junior Bobby Whitacre said. “It’s
a nice display of a bunch of different styles.” Whitacre’s piece in
the show, “Dalton,” is an oil portrait not to be missed.
The artists’ reception, open to
anyone, will be held from 6 to 8
p.m. this Friday in the Xavier Art
Gallery, located in the A.B. Cohen
Center.
There will be free refreshments
served.

Photo courtesy of wikimedia.org

ACTRESS:
Sandra Bullock – “Gravity,”
Cate Blanchett – “Blue
Jasmine,”
Meryl Streep – “August: Osage
County,”
Emma Thompson – “Saving
Mr. Banks,”
Judi Dench – “Philomena”
This slew of nominations will
likely go to seasoned, previouslynominated ladies. They share 31
nominations just among the five
of them and each is a previous
Oscar winner.
SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Barkhad Abdi – “Captain
Phillips,”
Michael Fassbender – “12 Years
a Slave,”

SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Jennifer Lawrence – “American
Hustle,”
Julia Roberts – “August: Osage
County,”
Oprah Winfrey – “The
Butler,”
Lupita Nyong’o – “12 Years a
Slave,”
Scarlett Johansson – “Her”
Frequently labeled as the “scene
stealer” award, this category features a bevy of talented actresses.
Lawrence remains a familiar face
to the Oscar circuit while Nyong’o
has exploded on the screen with
her debut performance.
ANIMATED FEATURE:
“Despicable Me 2,”
“Frozen,”
“Monsters University”
While Pixar has dominated
this category since its inception in
2001, it makes for a quieter showing this year. It’s safe to say that
“Frozen” has taken the proverbial
cake here.

American Hustle

By alex spindler

Staff Writer
Much like his previous works,
director David O. Russell’s new
drama, “American Hustle,” blends
Jersey melodrama with relationship dysfunction.
Set in the late 1970s, “Hustle”
follows swindlers Irving Rosenfeld
(Christian Bale) and Sydney
Prosser (Amy Adams) as they attempt to bribe New Jersey mayor
Carmine Polito (Jeremy Renner).
FBI agent Richie Di Maso
(Bradley Cooper) aids the pack
in an intriguing dramedy packed
with deception, betrayal and even
a stray gut-busting guffaw.
Despite the critical acclaim
given for the film’s many facets,
“American Hustle” simply didn’t
crackle as expected.
Slow to start with a sludgy
screenplay, the exposition takes a
healthy 20 minutes before it sets
the tone of promiscuous sex and
an onslaught of F-bombs.
The film does manage to blend
familial violence with hilarity in a
stroke of brilliance.
This may in fact be Russell’s
cornerstone to cinematic success with other works like “The
Fighter” and “Silver Linings
Playbook” setting the precedent.
Russell took extra precaution
to hairspray every up-do and to
infuse every bellbottom with a

true 70s flair.
Now, what the film lacks in a
wholly-coherent plot, it makes
up for that with a spellbinding
ensemble.
Adams especially stood out,
delivering what is simply an arresting performance that’s capable of
overshadowing fellow actors Bale,
Renner and even legend Robert
De Niro.
However, even her onscreen
sparkle couldn’t hold back Jennifer
Lawrence, who portrays Bale’s incessant, alcoholic wife, Rosalyn.
Lawrence once again proves
that her acting chops are the real
deal and scores with every line.
Her performance in the film steals
the show.
Not only does she function as
the true comic relief, but her vodka-induced bluntness exposes the
other characters’ ridiculous traits
in another Oscar-worthy, bravura
performance.
Gritty, raw and moving,
Lawrence and the rest of the ensemble elevate the material of the
film from passable to noticeable.
Though paltry in comparison
to some of Russell’s other critical raves, “Hustle” is worth the
money.
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Films to see of 2014
By Grant Vance

Staff Writer
this year, along with the final inIf new films from Christopher stallment to the Hunger Games
Nolan, Wes Anderson, David trilogy and a sequel “Rise of the
Fincher and Darren
Planet of the
Aronofsky
aren’t
Apes.”
enough to raise exThrough
all
citement to unconthis news is promtrollable levels, then
ising, it does not
a brief glance into
compare to the
the new comedies,
excitement
beremakes and adaptahind the promise
tions ought to do the
of a visit from
trick.
none other than
On the front of
the oversized lizcomedy, 2014 promard Godzilla.
ises some big things.
Judging by the
“The Interview,”
teaser trailer and
a reunion of Seth
Photo courtesy of wikimedia.org cast, this will be
Rogen and James
an incredible reFranco in another buddy comedy, turn for the infamous destroyer
is likely to live up to the standards of cities.
of 2008’s “Pineapple Express.” It
The roster of fan-favorite adis a very exciting film to look for- aptations this year brings the films
ward to, but maybe not as exciting “The Fault in Our Stars” and “The
as the sequel to the surprise hit Giver,” both originally popular as
“21 Jumpstreet.”
novels.
The original cast is returning
This year will also bring yet
for “22 Jumpstreet,” and the trail- another exciting set of comic
er promises the same hijinks that book adaptations. These include
made the first trip to Jumpstreet “Sin City: A Dame to Kill For,”
on the big screen so enjoyable.
“Captain America: The Winter
In terms of the remake and se- Soldier,” “X Men: Days of Future
quel market of action films, there Past” and the highly anticipated
is some great cinema to look for- “Guardians of the Galaxy,” to
ward to.
name a few.
The third and final “Hobbit”
2014 has only just begun, but it
film will make its way into theaters does seem to promise a great year
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Sasheer
Zamata
joins
“Saturday Night Live” cast
By alex spindler

Staff Writer

NBC’s long-running sketch
comedy show, “Saturday Night
Live” is set to add a new member
to its seasoned “Not-Ready-ForPrimetime-Players.”
Sasheer Zamata, a member
of New York City’s “Upright
Citizens Brigade” improv-comedy
troupe, joins the late-night show
midway through its 39th season
on the heels of both excitement
and controversy.
As an African-American female, Zamata’s casting does more
than add hype to “Saturday Night
Live’s” outlook.
Back in October, Keenan
Thompson, one of the show’s veteran performers and an AfricanAmerican male, reported to multiple media outlets that he was
upset over the lack of diversity in
the cast.
He felt frustrated about being
the only ethnic performer who
was forced to play every stereotypical “black” character, both
male and female.
Thompson also believes that
many African-American females
simply aren’t up to the task, noting that the audition process

Photo courtesy of sourceliferadio.com

SNL’s new cast member, Sasheer Zamata.

to become a repertory player is
cutthroat.
Thompson’s statements aren’t
without credence. Just this past
season, Saturday Night Live took
on 6 new recruits, all Caucasian.
In addition, the last time the
comedy show saw an AfricanAmerican female in its repotoire
was almost seven years ago with
the departure of actress Maya
Rudolph.
For over 20 years, the show
has received criticism for “whitewashing” what many viewers say
should be a blended cast of di-

verse yet hilarious comedians.
However, Saturday Night Live’s
creator, Lorne Michaels, retracted
these statements, believing that
the pool of actors auditioning for
the 39th season simply did not
contain any funny actors of color,
causing him to cast elsewhere.
Nonetheless, this media crossfire should not downplay the talent of Zamata.
Since graduating from the
University of Virginia in Drama,
Zamata has been living New York
City for almost seven years and
working the rounds in stand-up
and cabaret performances.
Zamata has been featured
prominently in “Time Out New
York” and “The New York
Times” as well as receiving fueled
attention from Comedy Central as
a rising star-to-be.
She hosts her own comedy
miniseries entitled the “Pursuit of
Sexiness.”
Amid all the controversy,
Zamata has released multiple
statements only displaying enthusiasm and excitement to be on the
show.
Sasheer Zamata’s first performance on Saturday Night Live
71371
will be at 11:30 pm Jan.
18th on
NBC.
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NEVER TRUST

A MARKET
NAMED AFTER AN ANIMAL
THAT TRAMPLES PEOPLE.
Bull markets tempt investors with short-term
gains. At TIAA-CREF, we invest wisely, for the
long haul. It’s earned us the 2013 Lipper Award
for Best Overall Large Fund Company. That’s
how we deliver Outcomes That Matter.

Intelligent, informed investing.
Award-winning performance.
Get started at TIAA.org/award.

BEST OVERALL
LARGE FUND
COMPANY
The Lipper Award
is based on a review
of 36 companies’
2012 risk-adjusted
performance.

The Lipper award is given to the group with the lowest
average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent
Return for eligible funds over the three-year period
ended 11/30/12. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36
fund companies with at least five equity, five bond,
or three mixed-asset portfolios.
TIAA-CREF mutual funds have achieved high
rankings over various asset classes and market
cycles. The 2012 Lipper/Barron’s overall ranking
was determined by weighting five fund categories
in proportion to their overall importance within
Lipper’s fund universe. TIAA-CREF’s overall ranking
was 10th out of 62 mutual fund families for
one-year performance, and 29th out of 53 mutual
fund families for five-year performance. TIAA-CREF
did not qualify for the 10-year ranking. Past
performance does not guarantee future results.

Consider investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses carefully before
investing. Go to www.tiaa-cref.org for
product and fund prospectuses that
contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing.
TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC,
and Teachers Personal Investors Services Inc. ©2013
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association – College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third
Avenue, New York, NY, 10017. C11806A
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2014 Preview

By Andrew Koch Tim Wilmes Hollis Conners
News Editor

Sports Editor

Features Editor

A look at some of the
major events of the
upcoming year.

NASA’s
spacecraft,
“New Horizons,” has
been traveling towards
the edges of our solar
system since 2006. It is
planned to pass Pluto
by July 2015. NASA
predicts that “New
Horizons” will cross
Neptune’s orbit in late
August.

The FIFA World Cup will take place
from June 12- July 13 in Brazil. This
is the second time Brazil has hosted
the tournament and there will be a
total of 31 countries competing. For
the first time, the competition will
be using goal line technology, which
will help accurately determine if the
ball has crossed the line or not. The
United States team was drawn into
the “group of death” in the tournament, meaning it will face Germany,
Portugal and Ghana in the group
stage of the World Cup in 2014.
Ghana knocked the U.S. out of the
last two World Cup tournaments.

The XXII Olympic Winter Games will
take place Feb. 7- 23 in Sochi, Russia.
Professional skier Lindsey Vonn had
to drop out of the games due to a knee
injury, robbing team USA of one of its
significant players. Three teams in the
NHL, the St. Louis Blues, the Chicago
Blackhawks and the Detroit Red Wings,
have tied for greatest number of participants in the winter games with 10 players each. There has been controversy
surrounding the choices for the United
States Hockey team with big names such
as Bobby Ryan, Jack Johnson, Keith
Yandle and Brandon Dubinsky not being chosen for the team.
*Information provided by Ryan Burke

NASA’s Orion Multipurpose Crew Vehicle
will undergo a test launch in September.
The test launch is named ExplorationFlight Test 1. Orion will travel 3600 miles
above Earth, and will orbit the Earth
twice. It is hoped to be used for future
manned missions to Mars.

This year’s round of elections, called “midterm elections” because they occur halfway through the presidential term, will take place on Nov. 4. Citizens will
vote on all 435 seats in the House of Representatives
and 33 of the 100 seats in the Senate. The midterm
elections could potentially change the make-up of the
United States Congress, affecting the Obama administration’s ability to pass legislation. Voters in 38 states
will also have the opportunity to vote on their respective state governors.
All images courtesy of Google Images

